Sunamp UniQ Dual Port Heat Batteries
Technology Introduction
Sunamp UniQTM dual port heat batteries use phase change materials (PCM) to store heat (rather than water as in hot water
thermal stores). Therefore, the sanitary water content of the Sunamp heat stores is very low (typically less than 15 Litres)
minimising legionella concern and not subject to G3 regulations.
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Figure 1.1: Sunamp dual port heat battery

All Sunamp UniQ dual port heat batteries have two
independent water circuits for transferring heat to and
from the PCM heat storage material as shown
schematically in Figure 1.1. Depending upon the
application, the heat battery can be charged via a low
power circuit (LPC) and discharged via a high-power
circuit (HPC) or vice versa.
The power ratings of the low-power circuit (LPC) and
the high-power circuit (HPC) are different. For example,
the heat battery can be charged by a boiler via LPC and
instantaneously-heated domestic hot water can be
supplied using the HPC (or vice-versa).
In the UniQ HW configuration, the construction and the
materials of the heat exchangers are identical, with
only copper pipes and brass fittings in contact with
sanitary water, so both circuits are suitable for
domestic hot water heating and either one may be used
with sanitary hot water.

In the UniQ Dual configuration, the primary system water charging circuit can also be used for supplying space heating from the
heat battery. Therefore, UniQ Dual heat batteries can be used for storing heat for both space and hot water heating. A suitable
hydraulic circuit must be constructed per UniQ Dual installation manual. (Forthcoming availability: Fully-integrated Sunamp
HydrobloQTM incorporating system pump and other hydraulic functions.)
Note: Some Sunamp UniQ products use other circuit arrangements, such as higher pressure refrigerant-capable copper circuit
in UniQ rHW (OEM-only) or single high power circuit in UniQ Heat (secondary unused LPC is removed to reduce price).
All heat batteries are fitted with a bespoke UniQ QontrollerTM which manages the operation of the heat battery and interfaces
it with any third party heating system master controller via volt-free contacts (and forthcoming: OpenTherm).
Also forthcoming availability: SunampOSTM Qontroller, a system controller with advanced Demand-Side Management, appbased system configuration, remote diagnostics, state of charge indication and other monitoring functions.
Typical applications of Sunamp UniQ heat batteries are:
a)

Use with renewable heat sources e.g. heat pumps, solar PV and solar thermal based heating systems. The stored heat in the
batteries can be used for space and hot water heating. Therefore, the heat can be stored when it is available from the
renewable heat source or when it is cheaper to run the heat source (for example, using low-tariff off-peak electricity or PV
generation). The heat stored in the UniQ heat battery can then be used for space and/or hot water heating (depending on
UniQ model) when required.

b) Use in conventional heating systems as replacement for vented and unvented hot water cylinders and calorifiers in
residential or commercial buildings (saving space and with lower heat losses, hence higher energy efficiency).

c) Use in conventional heating systems as replacement for vented and unvented primary thermal stores for generating
domestic hot water and/or for buffering heat to reduce cycling frequency of the heat source (reduced maintenance costs)
and for rapid warming of the heat emitters when the heating is switched on from cold (more comfort and higher energy
efficiency).
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